
1 December 1995

Dear

I am writing in similar terms to other party leaders.

Yours sincerely

1

I am writing to you now, and the Secretary of State, Sir Patrick Mayhew, is writing to you in 
similar terms, to invite your Party to participate in the preparatory talks, as referred to in 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Communique. I very much hope that you will agree that meetings can 
begin at an early date.

OlFIG AN TANAISTE AGUS AN AlRE GnOTHAI EACHTRACHA
Office of the Tanaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs

Baile Atha Cliath 2
Dublin 2

Dr John Alderdice
Alliance Party of Northern Ireland
88 University Street
Belfast
BT7IHE

Dick Spring T.D.
Tdnaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs

It may be helpful if I explain that the two Governments’ role in these talks is primarily to 
encourage and facilitate the reaching of agreement on the various elements contained in the remit 
set out in the Communique. Both Governments will be seeking, in the groundwork talks, to 
facilitate widespread agreement among the participants on the necessary basis and on 
arrangements for bringing all parties together for substantive negotiations aimed at a political 
settlement based on consent. As paragraph 2 of the Communique makes clear, the two 
Governments are committed to the firm aim of achieving the launch of all party negotiations by 
the end of February 1996, by way of the Twin Tracks.

You will know that on 28 November the Taoiseach and the Prime Minister launched a “Twin 
Track” process designed to allow parallel progress to be made on the decommissioning issue and 
on all party negotiations. I enclose a text of the Communique.
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3. Both Governments reaffimad their cenaitment td 
early launch. of all-party negotiations. By way 
tracks, the two Governments have the firn aia of achieving this 
by the end of February 1996. it is the t&o 
considered view that, with cooperation frc® all 
parties in both tracks, that objective should prcre^e achievable. 
Both Governments ctnanit themselves to working, 
achieve it.

The Prise Minister and the Taoiseach net tonight. After 
intensive efforts by both Governments, and with the benefit of 
consultations with parties in Northern Ireland, the two 
Governments have agreed to launch a 'twin track* pxjocess to sake 
progress in parallel on the deesmaissioning issud and on all
party negotiations.
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To this end, the two Govemnents have agreed Ito 
parties to intensive preparatory talks with a ktW 
widespread agreenant on the basis, participation, 
forsat and agenda to bring all parties together fcjr substantive 
negotiations aimed at a political settlement teased on consent. 
These talks will have an open agenda, allowing any fealty to raise 
any relevant natters. These natters could inciud^ **ow feasfe the 
structure and format of all-party negotiations, 
appropriate strands both Governments and all 

! Northern Ireland parties, directed to 
comprehensive Banner all this relevant relationships 
interlocking three-stranded process, can properly take account 
of democratic wandates and principles, including v aether and how 
an elected body could play a part. These prepara tory talks nay 
also extend to all steps required to establish 
circumstances to bring the parties together at tlie negotiating 
table in accardanda with paragraph io of the downing Street 
Declaration.
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an International Body to provide an independent ass^ssmnt of the

In particular,‘the two Governments will ask the Body to;I

I l
It will be for the International Body to dettnaine its own 

The two Governments expect it to cons lit widely, to 
invite relevant parties to submit their analys. le of matters 
relevant to the decommissioning issue and, in 
oonolumiotui within its remit, to consider such evidence on its 
merits.

report whether there is a clear cpmmitEe^it on the part 
of those in possession of such SjEms to work 
constructively to achieve that.

I

identify and advise on a suitable ahd acceptable 
method for full and verifiable decommissioning; and

4. In managing the process of preparatory
Government will build on existing exchanges a id bilateral 
contacts, treating each party on an equal basis; they will 
encourage other formats for meetings with the parties and among 
the parties, including meetings between the twd Governments 
together and one or more parties, with their agreement, where 
these might further the objective of the preparatory talks.

8. 
procedures.

6. Recognising the widely expressed desire to isee all anas 
removed from Trish politics, the two Governments will ask the 
International Body to report on the arrangements ^accessary for 
the removal from the political equation of arm^ silenced by 
virtue of the welcome decisions taken last summer ;and autumn by 
those organisations that previously supported the upe of arms for 
political purposes.
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nor any other party cooperating with the work of • the Body, is 
bound la advance to accept its recommendations, Which will be 
advisory. The two Govemaents will consider cjarefully any 
recoamendations it sakes and give then due weight on their 
merits. ...

9. In establishing the Body, the British and Irisji Governments 
reaffirm their willingness to continue to tak£ responsive 
measures, advised by their respective security authorities, as 
the threat reduces.

10. The two Governments have invited Senator 
chair the Body, and will invite two other < 
serve as the other members of the Body.

12. To that end, and to review progress in preparatory talks for 
all-party negotiations, the two Governments plan to meet again 
by nid-Fehruary 1996. , '

TOTOI P.ph
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